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DOLL MENAGERIE

Doll Menagerie is a project by Eli Effenberger -Satoh.
Dolls are all originally designed, hand cast and hand painted creations.

ABOUT THE MATERIALS:

`

` and `

&

` are two new patent pending, high quality Ceramic materials

invented By Eli Effenberger and her Father.
Both of these materials are perfect for producing Menagerie dolls as they look ethereal and lifelike
While being non fading and resilient.
Both types are thinly cast, but they are strong enough to be handled and played with
As they will not shatter or break as easily as other ceramics such as porcelain.
This is why it feels safe playing with

or

dolls. (please notice that these are collectible dolls, and not children toys).

has a porcelain resembling look, with a slight translucent streak,
While

1
.

has a beautiful luminescent -glass like appearance.
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A MESSAGE ABOUT ORDERING DURING JUNE 2015
“Now since
is a completely new experience, and since I will be working and painting all these dolls myself, I will only be
able to accept a very limited amount of orders. This is also why I decided to put together a waiting list
Thinking that it was the people that were supporting me from the start that should be the first to have the chance to order.
Also, since
is a new material that I have allot of pride in, and would like to have as many as people as possible to get a
chance see it in person, I decided to have the
dolls available (until the end of June 2015 only) at very special
introductory prices, as you will see listed below.
Ordering options:
All dolls are painted in special

paints that we developed.

These paints are fused to the
and will not fade or chip.
Eyes are either painted or glass, there will be no price difference for this order.
Simple custom painting requests are possible at price on quote, please expect such orders will take longer to produce, and will
therefore ship later than standard orders.
Since there are already a full order plan for this year and early next year, please expect the earliest doll orders will ship from June
2016. So if you are thinking of ordering, please make sure you are willing to wait. I can premise you on my behalf, that I do not take
your time for granted, it is that I have full faith that you will feel it was worth it 
Apart for the dolls introduced below, I am also accepting commission dolls with custom request orders for 2017, Dolls like Faberge`
and White Dentelle and others, can be ordered on request. Pricing will be available on quote.
I hope you are all looking forwards, ~ I know I just can`t wait to hear the reaction of those who get the chance to touch and play with
these very new, very special,
dolls~!
Eli Effenberger
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ORDERING INFORMATION AND PRICING
For a catalogue with prices, please send a direct mail to marmite_sue@hotmail.com or shop@doll-menagerie.com
For information on a specific doll please state:
-Type of doll.
-Your country, so we can calculate your shipping fee.
-We accept Payments is via Credit Card, Bank Transfer or Pay Pal.
We`ll get back to you as soon as possible with the information requested, and a prospect of waiting period at the time of placing an
order.
For any questions about the dolls or ordering process,
email at marmite_sue@hotmail.com

Thank you,
Eli Effenberger

[Cite your source here.]
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